The European voice of Informatics Research and Education

Informatics Europe develops strategic partnerships with the private and academic sectors based on shared goals and values.

Amplify your presence and engagement with the growing body of institutions shaping strategic priorities and supporting policymaking in Informatics and related disciplines in Europe. Whether you are a corporation, foundation, or academic institute, check our membership criteria and sponsoring packages to unlock a world of opportunities.

Choose from our Bronze, Silver, Gold & Platinum sponsorship packages tailored to meet your unique branding needs.

Explore our membership criteria & benefits to play an active role in the community!

WHY SHOULD YOUR COMPANY BE A SPONSOR?

- **Enhanced visibility** among leading European universities and research labs
- **Brand positioning** as a socially & technically engaged business partner & employer
- **Products showcase** and valuable partnerships forging at our annual European Informatics Leaders Summit (ECSS)
- **Exclusive talent access** through our CV Repository; strategic and efficient hiring of emerging informatics talents across Europe

WHAT ABOUT IE MEMBER?

- **Sponsor benefits +**
- **Influence** Informatics E&R decisions at the pan-European level
- **Bring forward an industrial viewpoint**
- **Learn and exchange** with top European leaders & peer researchers
- **Strengthen bridges** among academia, industry & society
- **Enjoy IE members-only services**

MORE THAN 30 COUNTRIES

OVER 200 MEMBERS

CONNECT 50k+ RESEARCHERS

IMPACT 500k+ STUDENTS

TOGETHER WE SHAPE THE FUTURE OF INFORMATICS IN EUROPE!

informatics-europe.org

administration@informatics-europe.org
Working Groups & Task Forces
- tackling timely challenges such as inclusive design, gender balance in informatics education, responsible ICT, reliable higher education data, evaluation research, open science, or informatics education in primary schools.
- contributed by hundreds of volunteers from IE member institutions - eager to collaborate with many more researchers and professionals, also from your institution!

European Informatics Leaders Summit (ECSS)
- Focus on management, strategy-setting and policy aspects of the discipline.
- Keynote talks and workshops on timely topics such as open science, diversity & inclusion, interdisciplinarity, up-/re-skilling and the social responsibility of informatics.
- Prior supporters include HP, Honda Research, Atos, IBM, Cisco, Elsevier, Huawei, OSP, ACM Europe, DG CNECT… Will you be next?

Awards
Celebrating success in informatics gender equality, education & research! Sponsored by Google, Springer, Microsoft and Intel. Let’s collaborate for more awards!

Resources & Outcomes
Publications, EU-funded projects, data benchmarks or customized services. Companies like Meta or Bending Spoons have already tried them. How about you?

Career Development Opportunities
- CV Repository sponsored by Bending Spoons
- Training schools, supported by EU funds & IBM Research Europe.
- Job platform, leadership courses, webinars, and more activities contributed by our members. Support us and boost your informatics talent search!